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Comment 1

Don't turn in papers with this line.

Strikethrough.

Comment 3

not

Commonly Confused
Commonly Conf used Words:
Words that have similar sounds but dif f erent meanings of ten cause trouble f or student writers.
Please watch f or such conf usions in your writ ing.

Some of  the more common of  these common conf usions include:
Accept (to receive) and except (to leave out)
Af f ect (toinf luence) and ef f ect (result or to accomplish)
Allusion (an indirect ref erence) and illusion (a f alse perception)
Its (possessive f orm of  "it") and it 's (contraction of  "it is")
Their (possessive f orm of  "they"), there (indication of  location, and they're (contraction of
"they are")
Then (next or at that t ime) and than (used in comparisons)
To (toward), too (also or excessively) , and two (number)
Your (possessive f orm of  "you") and you're (contraction of  "you are")
Additional Comment

adapt vs. adopt
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Comment 4

This is a great word choice.

Strikethrough.

Strikethrough.

Comment 7

Very clear f irst paragraph. It could possibly have been improved by giving the reader a preview
of  exactly why the author of  the article is wrong.

Strikethrough.

Strikethrough.

Comment 10

Very clear and objective summary of  the article.
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Comment 11

I don't understand this.

Comment 12

Good, clear thesis.

Comment 13

suf f ering

Strikethrough.

WC
Word choice error:
Sometimes choosing the correct word to express exactly what you have to say is very dif f icult
to do. Word choice errors can be the result of  not paying attention to the word or trying too
hard to come up with a f ancier word when a simple one is appropriate. A thesaurus can be a
handy tool when you're trying to f ind a word that's similar to, but more accurate than, the one
you're looking up. However, it can of ten introduce more problems if  you use a word thinking it
has exactly the same meaning.
Additional Comment
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lesser, or less severe

article error
Additional Comment  a

article error
Additional Comment

the

Strikethrough.

plural

WC
Word choice error:
Sometimes choosing the correct word to express exactly what you have to say is very dif f icult
to do. Word choice errors can be the result of  not paying attention to the word or trying too
hard to come up with a f ancier word when a simple one is appropriate. A thesaurus can be a
handy tool when you're trying to f ind a word that's similar to, but more accurate than, the one
you're looking up. However, it can of ten introduce more problems if  you use a word thinking it
has exactly the same meaning.
Additional Comment

homework

WC
Word choice error:
Sometimes choosing the correct word to express exactly what you have to say is very dif f icult
to do. Word choice errors can be the result of  not paying attention to the word or trying too
hard to come up with a f ancier word when a simple one is appropriate. A thesaurus can be a
handy tool when you're trying to f ind a word that's similar to, but more accurate than, the one
you're looking up. However, it can of ten introduce more problems if  you use a word thinking it
has exactly the same meaning.
Additional Comment

members?
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Comment 16

Interesting conclusion! I really like how you brought it back to the f lora metaphor f rom the
opening paragraph.
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Comment 17

Good job f inding sources to back up your argument!

Comment 18

I already told you that his last name is Takaki. It should be: Takaki, Ronald.
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